ADVENTURE
Kankku 4x4

SELF SERVICE
Based in the heart of the Lake District, Kankku offers a self-guided ‘safari’
in their Land Rover. It’s a great way to explore, with all the necessary
information about routes, and enjoy some wonderful scenery
Words and photography: Nick Redmayne
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t’s a simple concept really,’ says
Nick Fieldhouse, ‘It's all about
trust. There's no one sitting next
to you. You're in control. We give
you a digital map, route instructions and
away you go – it’s a great day out…’
From their offices and workshops in the
heart of Windermere, Kankku Off-Road
Driving has been plying rough and
rocky routes ‘unsuitable for motors’
through some of the Lakes’ most
dramatic landscapes for over 13 years.
On an inevitably rainy Lake District
summer Saturday, I picked up the keys
for an ex-military 2.5-litre non-turbo
Land Rover Defender 90, loaded up my

wife, three kids and our own alarmingly
unimaginative selection of cheese and
tomato sandwiches… and headed for
the hills to try out a new 4x4 self-drive
adventure.
The Lake District National Park,
particularly around Windermere is
a honeypot destination for tourism.
Crowds searching out William
Wordsworth’s golden hosts jostle with
others trying to bag Beatrix Potter’s
fluffy bunnies, while lycra-clad outdoor
purists keep the big yellow helicopter
busy, testing themselves on water
and on dry-ish land. Here, motorised
recreation picks a careful path through

a landscape that most forget is already
the product of human intervention. ‘We
don’t seem to attract any controversy.
An early acknowledgement, appropriate
speed and sticking to sustainable
routes. We don’t apologise for our
activities – we meet others on the same
level,’ says Nick. ‘It’s all about attitude.’
‘We chose the vehicle carefully,’ said
Nick. ‘It’s not like a modern Mitsubishi.
There’s no power steering, you have to
get the right gear, engage with it, really
drive it.’ Bearing this advice in mind I
turned the key, reached low to release
the hand brake and trundled out of
the yard – the camouflage paint job,
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including skull and crossbones logos,
doing a poor job blending in amongst
Windermere’s holiday traffic. Getting off
the tarmac didn’t take long, in fact we
were soon not only off-road but afloat,
aboard a cable-drawn ferry heading
across Windermere’s thankfully calm
waters towards Hawkshead. The kids
had already scoffed ice creams whilst
waiting in the ferry queue and the
sugar rush was starting to tell, good
job these machines were built to take
punishment. My wife, Wendy, always
a sucker for detail was luxuriating in
Kankku’s tulip diagram route notes,
‘How much do you think I like these..?’,
though perhaps it was the opportunity
to indulge in telling me exactly what to
do and when to do it that appealed.
Either way the kilometres clicked past
on the Garmin GPS and we were soon
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beyond the first ‘unsuitable for motors’
sign, Lakeland’s famous dry stone walls
closing in tightly and fecund brambles,
dog roses and other greenery reaching
in through open canvas sides to the
loud delight of children in the back.
Climbing steeply, loose gravel
became loose stones, then steps of
implacable bedrock. Our last family
off-road foray, in a £500 eBay Tata
Safari, had ended badly, being towed
backwards from the muddy grip of
differential deep ruts by an unsmiling
farmer – it takes a while to recover the
respect of two 10-year-olds in such
circumstances. However, today the
Land Rover’s full-time four-wheel drive
made steady, assured progress, and
as the route opened out onto a grassy
track we were rewarded by striking
views across the valley towards the

Above: Even in the
summer, there's
going to be a lot of
water about!
Above right: You'll
get to explore some
rather interesting
caves - on foot we
hasten to add!
Below: Most of the
time you'll be on
your own - but if you
meet other people,
they are likely to be
driving something
interesting...

Langdale Pikes, flat-topped Harrison
Stickle and the neighbouring pinnacle
of Pike O’Stickle. Descriptions of
Lakeland’s beauty are usually followed
by some reference to its popularity,
crowds too often cited as an inevitable
blot on the landscape. However, since
leaving the tarmac we’d seen no-one.
Could it be that when Wordsworth
wandered ‘lonely as a cloud’ he’d gone
off-road?
Continuing through open country,
though the sun refused to shine at
least the rain had stopped. It was
then we encountered our first traffic,
not an orange Nissan Micra driven by
a browbeaten OAP slavishly obeying
satnav Jane’s cut glass commands,
but a rumbling convoy of three forward
control Land Rover 101s crawling up
the hill. We reversed and let them past,
the kids more fascinated by these
venerable transports than any exotic
sports car on the motorway. ‘There’s
some right good rocky bits down there,’
laughed one of the drivers as he lurched
past.
And so there were… rocky steps
that those in charge of traffic calming
can only dream of. A quick recce of
the driving line was in order before the
Land Rover’s short overhangs and
ample clearance proved their worth and
we effected a surprisingly controlled
decent. A jarring track rattled our
innards for another few hundred yards
before silky tarmac wound down in
switchback curves between the slate
roofs and stonewalls of whitewashed
cottages. Time for lunch.
As we parked at the lakeshore, the

surface of Coniston was being whipped
up by a steady wind funnelling down
the valley. Past a modest memorial
stone commemorating Donald
Campbell’s final and fatal attempt
on the world water speed record in
Bluebird K7 we spied a picnic bench
and rustling gently in our waterproofs,
deployed the sarnies. While munching,
we watched a windsurfer knocked flat
in the shallows, frantic paddlers in an
inflatable kayak drift backwards and the
lake’s steam-powered yacht, Gondola,
make heavy weather of mooring at
the jetty. I’d always wanted to offer my
children the rich tapestry of experience
my own parents had given me… On the
way back to the car park my daughter
spotted an electric Renault Twizy for
hire, £10 per hour. My suggestion that
we swap it with the Land Rover was

greeted with disdain.
Back on track, the reassuring red
circle marking our position on the
dash-mounted Samsung tablet left
the road again and we were on our
way to the abandoned Hodge Close
Quarry. Worked until some time in the
60s, Hodge Close was one of many
industrial sites in the south lakes. From
a precipitous unfenced rim a sheer drop
plummeted 150ft to the surface of cold,
blue-green water its 150ft depths hiding
flooded tunnels, forgotten chambers
and the odd Transit van carcass. The
quarry water has been likened to the
clarity of gin and regularly draws cave
divers, arguably crazier than offroaders, to explore Hodge’s underwater
tunnels. At least three of their number
have disappeared beneath the surface
never to see the sun again. We counted

YOU KANKKU
Kankku Off Road Driving currently offers six selfdrive 4x4 routes from its base in Windermere, and is
the only company providing independent self-drive
off-road adventures within the Lake District National
Park. A day’s hire of an ex-military Land Rover 90
costs from £180 and includes detailed route notes,
digital dashboard mapping and suggestions for picnic
spots or a good pub lunch from Nick or Kate in the
Kankku office. The vehicle seats up to seven, but
you’ve got to be good mates, four is more usual.
Convoy expeditions, off-road training and ownvehicle 4x4 safaris are also available. A two-hour
experience driving rugged off-road trails costs from
£45 per person or £175 per vehicle. A full five hours
of exhilarating driving on remote and challenging
terrain from £75 per person or £285 per vehicle, or
you can use your own vehicle from £45 for a two hour
adventure or £85 for a five hour expedition. If you are
planning a trip to the Lakes, it would pay to give them
a call to discuss what they can offer you. Make sure
you say 4x4 Magazine sent you!

MEN OF KANKKU - OFF ROAD DRIVING
Victoria Street Windermere LA2 31AD
www.kankku.co.uk
kate@kankku.co.uk
01539 447414
07971 273020
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the kids, twice, and drove on.
Next en route was Cathedral Quarry
where Nick had set us a challenge.
‘Park down by the ford and walk
up through the woods to a tunnel.’
This was the easy bit. ‘Then, without
torches, phone lights or anything
like that, crouch down and walk
into the tunnel. Keep your left hand
against the wall and your right over
your head, because it hurts like hell
if you bang it. Keep going and you’ll
emerge into the light at Cathedral
Cave. It’s just amazing.’ We found the
tunnel entrance easily enough. My
wife wasn’t keen, ‘Come back and let
me know if it’s worth it,’ so the boys
led the way, then me, followed by
my daughter. It turned out the tunnel
was about 400 feet long and if you’ve
never experienced the grandeur of
the Lakeland fells from the inside,
it’s a must. The complete, utter and

absolute blackness was profound as
was the relief as we scrambled out
into the light amongst slate rubble,
and into the vast cavern of the old
quarry. Needless to say, leaving my wife
behind was a poor call. My daughter
and one of her brothers dived back
through the tunnel carrying news of the
cave, and that’s when the rot set in.
There’s another way out of the quarry,
via a different tunnel, and inbetween
searching for feral goldfish in the cave’s
muddy pools and listening to our own
echoes, our party became separated
along gender lines.
Stony female faces greeted us
back at the Land Rover. Resigned to
accepting full responsibility for the ‘dark,
scary tunnel incident’, I turned the
ignition and hauled the wheel around
to point us back up the hill, hoping all
would be soon be forgiven.
Several gates crossed the track and

Top right: Kankku
supply detailed
'tulip' diagrams for
you to follow the
correct route
Top left: It was
mostly an easy
off-road drive - but
some caution and
the correct driving
technique was
needed at times

were conveniently opened and closed
by the boys, at the final barrier we
waited while five blokes, old enough to
know better, laboured through on trail
bikes. The last to wobble past displayed
a red and blotchy countenance through
the window of his full-face helmet,
indicative of near coronary fatigue. The
Land Rover certainly favoured drivers
over passengers, but there were far
more taxing ways of getting around.
Gate closed, and boy onboard, the
final descent required carefully chosen
lines over outcrops of sump-cracking
rock, but though long and rough,
nothing overly tested the Land Rover’s
capability. Driving through Skelwith
Bridge, past the slate factory, we were
on the home run to Windermere. Over
the course of the day we’d made
very little use of fifth gear and covered
just 60km in six hours. The kids had
been a contented, if noisy, cargo and
had gathered plenty of material for
Monday morning playground tales.
The adults’ harsh words were, as I’d
hoped, already fading from memory. If
you’re in search of hard-core technically
challenging driving then Kankku’s other
4x4 products are a better fit. However,
for a fun, adventurous day out exploring
the concentrated beauty of Lake
District landscapes, discovering some
surprising vestiges of its industrial past,
then this 4x4 self-drive is in a class of
its own. 4x4

WHERE TO STAY
Self-catering accommodation at Coniston’s Coppermines
Cottages (01539 441765; coppermines.co.uk) lies a
mile beyond the tarmac in a stunning valley at the foot of
Coniston Old Man, just above the former mine workings
– in the wilds but actually handy enough for village shops
and amenities. Access is a little rough but passable
with care by all but the lowest slung roadster. Owner
Phil Johnstone is a keen rally supporter, off-roader and
entrepreneur – his father helped design the famous Foden
two-stroke diesel engine used in tanks and trucks. Threenight stays cost from £495 for two in low season and
include a private hot tub, free wifi and logs for the fire.
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